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B.uilding Plans Approved for Main Campus, Branch
By Steve Shoup
Designs for the new Engineering/
Science Center on the main campus
and for several new buildings at the
University of New Mexico Valencia
campus were approved by the Board
of Regents Friday.
By a vote of 3-0, the Regents
approved the $10.8 million Engineering/Science Center designed
by Dean, Hunt and Associates of
Albuquerque. Construction on the
160,000 square- foot facility is set to
begin in the spring, and the building
should be completed by the fall of
1985.
The center, which will add additional space for the College of Engineering and a science and engineering library, will be located on
the west side of the main campus,
ncar Tapy Hall. The Science Lecture
Hall will be demolished to make
room for the new structure.
Two-thirds of the building, or
100,000 square feet, will be underground. The two underground floors
will be topped in part by a groundlevel pedestrian mall and by the upper three floors of the center.
The bulk of the center will be built
underground to prevent it from

dominating that part of the campus
and cutting off pedestrian traffic,
Hal Dean of Dean, Hunt and Associates said.
The book storage area of the library, which wili be underground,
will be lit by skylights, Dean said.
Elevators and ramps will provide access for handicapped students.
Designs for the construction of six
buildings at the Valencia campus
were also approved by the Regents.
Plans for the $6.4 million "village campus'' were presented by
Hildreth Barker of Barker, Bol and
Associates of Albuquerque.
"We didn't need a megabuilding,'' Barker told the Regents,
"but a village campus. So we've got
several small buildings instead of
one or two large buildings."
Library, administration,
academic, student union, vocational
education and science buildings will
be built, "adapting the form of Rio
Grande architecture into a contemporary statement," Barker said.
A dirt road to the campus will be
. paved.
"We think the design is very
good. It fits the locale, it fits the
terrain," said Board President Henry Jaramillo of the Valencia plans.

Ale~andria

SIP/ Celebrates Mother ~arth. Day, New Beginning;
Federal Funding Ends Years of Fiscal Uncertainty
By George E. Gorospe
For a brief moment the sun broke
through over Albuquerque's Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute
on an otherwise windy and cloudy
Saturday morning. At that moment
the clear and crisp sounds of a powwow drum and the voices of young
Indian men broke the silence with a
song of celebration.
Not only were guests, students

and the administration of SIPI celebrating Mother Earth Day, but they
were also celebrating the end of two
and a half years of fiscal uncertainty
that ended earlier this month with
federal approval of funding for SIPI.
Saturday's Mother Earth Day
celebration began with a speech
from Iron Eyes Cody, a Cherokee/
Cree Indian actor most known for
his anti-pollution commercials, and
ended at 5 p.m. when volunteers

finished cleaning up Coors Blvd.
from Interstate 40 to Corrales.
The event was organized by students from SIPI, Cibola High
School and West Mesa High School
to show their concern for a clean
Mother Earth and to show their ''Indian pride," said Amos Johnson, a
SIPI student who helped organize
the event.
Although the celebration did not
officially recognize the school''s
new stability, SIPI President Bob
Martin said the day also marked a
new start for the school.
"I don't expect any major
changes except that we will not have
to deal with (former Interior Secretary) James Watt anymore. He really
had it in for SIPI, but I don't think
that is going to happen with the new
secretary because we are just a small
school," Martin said.
Martin said that he was not sure
what changes William Clark, confirmed as the new Secretary of the
Interior late last week; would implelllent, bot said he was sure that Clark
would not seek to withdraw funding
for SIPl.

Actor Iron Eyes Cody presents Mayor Harry Kinney with a
"clean-up America" poster during the Mother Earth Day
celebration Saturdlly.

King

Representatives of Dean Hunt and Associates Architecture firm display a model of the new
Engineering/Service Center during a Regent's meeting Friday. Construction of the $10.8
million facility will begin next year on the west end of campus.

The school's troubles begap-in the
faU of 1981 when the Interior department trimmed SIPI;s funding from
the Bureau Indian Affairs budget as
.part of the administration efforts to
cut the federal budget. The move
was then immediately attacked by
. the school's regents, administration,
and students,
Several major industries in AlbuquerqUe; most notably the local division of lBM, and all of New Mexico's congressional delegation protested the funding cut, eventually resulting in the reinstatement of SIPI
monies through Office of Management and Budget emergency funds
for the next two fiscal years.

U.S. Rep. Bill Richardson, D·
N.M., then introduced an amendment to the Interior department's

appropriation budget for the 198384 fiscal year that was approved this
month by the administration, assuring SIPl's funding for at least
another year.
.. We're really pleased with our
current situation and we're looking
forward to the future. Besides the
plans we have already announced to
expand and upgrade our programs,
we will be meeting with a few in·
terested businesses and with U.S.
Sen. Pete Domenici in January to
discuss the possibilities for other
new programs," Martin said.

Registration
Commences
Pre-registration for Spring
1984 classes will begin on Nov.
28 and continue through Dec. 9
by appointment only.
Registration packets have been
mailed to all students with local
addresses (Metropolitan Albuquerque, State of New Mexico
and residence hall students). Students from a foreign country or
out of state should stop by the
Registration Center to pick up
their packets.

11 Treated

Internal Burns Suffered;
Students Ate Duck Eggs
From Staff and Wire Reports
Three University of New Mexico students were hospitalized and eight
others were treated for burns apparently caused by chemically contaminated
duck eggs.
The students, members of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, suffered
acute bums of the mouth. and upper esophagus Friday night after eating
preserved duck eggs known as "1 ,000 year old eggs."
Three of the students were kept overnight attheBernalillo County Medical
Center for observation, and were released Saturday.
State Health and Environment officals have issued a warning against the
consumption of Shi Furi duck eggs, the brand believed involved in the
incident .
State epidemiologist Dr. Jonathan M:tnn said the product is an exotic item
and said state officals arc checking its distribution pattern in the state .
"We have obtained specimens and taken them to the state laboratory for
analysis,'' Mann said, "Until the analysis is complete, we feel that the best
precaution is simply not to cat the eggs. H
Mann said the burning sensation occurcd very quickly, which he said was
"overwhelmingly suggestive of chemica1 poisoning.
''The symptoms and the timing arc not at all like an infection problem,'' he
said. "It came on much too fast."
Mann said the three students hospitalized are in good condition and the
others have recovered.
This is the only know instance in which bums have been associated with
the eggs, Mann said.
Jeff Lauer; vice-president of SAE, said the eggs were part of a dinner
served at the fraternity Friday llight. Of 20 students served, II who ate the
t ,000-year-Qid eggs complained of burning sensations in their mouths.
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United Press lnte'rnatlonal

Israeli Planes Bomb Lebanon Targ'ets
BEIRUT. Lebanon -Waves of
Israeli warplanes bombed Palesti·
nian bases in the Syriun-controlled
mountains outside Beirut Sunday in
retaliation for att<tcks on Israeli
occupation forces. One of the
attacking jets was shot down.
There was no immediate
announcement about Arab casualties in the second Israeli air attack
against targets in Lebanon in five
days.
"We will fight the terrorists and
!lit them in Lebanon and elsewhere
as long as they direct their efforts
toward striking Israel," Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir said
in an Israel Television interview
hours after the raids.
He also warned Syria against
starting a new war, saying 'The Syrians should know that whoever
dared attack Israel received his
punishment.''
The pilot of the stricken Israeli jet

bailed out and was taken away by
Lebanese soldiers, examined by a
doctor and found to be unharmed,
said a Western military source who
predicted the llier would soon be
released.
The plane, an lsraeli-buill Kfir,
crashed in an empty field between
apartment buildings in southeastern
Beirut.
Official Beirut radio said the
Israeli jets did not clash with Syrian
jets flying over the area, indicating
the Kfir was downed by ground fire.
Israel confirmed the downingits first air Joss since July 24,
1982 - but denied a Syrian report.
that a second plane was lost.
The Israeli military command in
Tel Aviv said the strikes were in
retaliation for guerrilla attacks in.
south Lebanon, indicating a return
to the policy of massive retaliation
for the assaults.
Israe.li Cabinet Secretary Dan

Meridor said the air raids were not
aimed at Syrian troops, who have
positions in the area along with Moslem Druze militiamen opposed to
the Lebanese government and
Palestinian guerrillas.
In north Lebanon, Syrian forces
and Palestinian rebels unleashed relentless barrages of ro.ckct and arti!.
lery fire, striking forces loyal to
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and
civilians at the Beddawi refugee
camp ncar Tripoli.
The port area of Tripoli, 42 miles
.nortn of Beirut, was also hit in the
attacks against the Palestine Liberation Organization chairman.
The Israeli military command
said the raid was .in retaliation for ''a
long series of .attacks and attempted
attacks," including a bomb blast
that killed one Israeli soldier and
wounded six others ncar the south
Lebanese city of Sidon Thursday,
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Salyut7 orbiting space station to go into automatic pilot
as it will be unmanned after they abandon it.
The Soviets attempted to send a replacement crew to
the station but a launch pad explosion in September
scuttled the mission. The three-person crew escaped
unharmed.
Western specialists have said the Soyuz spacecraft
that carried the cosmonauts to the space station may not
be safe because it has been in space too long.
The station's batteries arc running low and fuel is
leaking, Western reports have said. Soviet officials
have denied there arc any problems with the mission.
Tass said the cosmonauts, nicknamed the Protons,
conducted about 350 engineering and astro-physical
experiments and will bring back film, magnetic tapes
and results of other experiments conducted during
weightlessness.
They also will bring back about 770 pounds of cargo.
One of the final experiments was conducted on a pure
protein preparation from flu virus membranes that doctors hope could be used as a molecular anti-flu vaccine
that would not have any side effects, Tass said.

International Briefs
Moscow's Insistence; Walesa Meets With Union

l!IN!I fiuuksture

BONN, West GermanySoviet leader Yuri Andropov has
told West Germany that Moscow
will not drop its insistence on count·
ing French and British nuclear mis-

Thanksgiving Week

Pant Parade
20% off
All Corduroy & Denim Pants

general store
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

403 Cordova Rd. West

(Santa Fe)

8117 Menaul NE

siles atthe Geneva arms talks. a government spokesman s.aid Sunday.
The clarification came on the eve of
a debate in the West German Parlia·
mcnt on whether to proceed with the
deployment of U.S. missiles there.
WARSAW, Poland - Solidarity leader Lech Walesa and leaders
of the outlawed union's underground network catled Sunday for a
nationwide struggle against food
price increases at a two·day secret
meeting in defiance of police surveillance.
Walesa, disclosing the meeting
after he returned to his home itt
Gdansk, said the price increases
scheduled to take effect early next
year would cause "a drastic drop in
working people's living standards.
The 40-ycar-old Nobel Peace
Prize winner declined to discuss
Solidarity's specific plans.
ANGELES, Philippines- Ab·
out 15,000 Filipinos, some carrying
signs saying "Thank you President
Reagan" and led by the mother of
slai~ opposition lender Benigno
Aqumo, marched Sunday in a rare
show of support for the United
States.
Mostrecent demonstrations in the
Philippines have been vehemently
anti·Ap1crican, charging the United
States with propping up the regime
of President Ferdinand Marcos.
Marching from a Catholic church
in Angeles, 60 ruilcs north of Man·
ila, the protesters gathered in :r
sports center for a: rally where speakers urged Marcos to revive the coun·
try's U.S.-stylc, 1935 constitution.
Sontc marchers' placards read
"Thank you, President Reagan ftlr
upholding democracy In the ·Philippines'' and "Death to the killers or

Aqniiio."

STOCKHOLM, SwedenSwedish officials Sunday stopped
shipment of n highly sophisticated
American computer reported to be a
missile guidance system being
smuggled to the Soviet Union by a
KGB agent in South Africa.
The Times of London reported the
KGB was on the verge of "taking
delivery of a complete American
computerized missile guidance sys·
tem supplied by the United States to
South Africa and then secretly diverted."

PHOENIX, Ariz. - Striking union locals around the country Sunday began voting on the latest
Greyhound contract offer that would
cut wages about $40 a week. Mean·
While, New Orleans police and the
FBI invesiigated a gunfire attack on
a bus carrying 14 people en route
from New Orleans to Mobile, Ala.
NEWPORT, Ore. -A Panamaniun-rcgistcrcd freighter rammed a
jetty and spilled thousands of gallons of engine oil after its captain
ignored warnings to steer clear of
Yuquina Bay in heavy seas. the
Coast Gunrd said Su11day. The 19
crew ll1ettlbcrs aboard the Blue
Magpie jetty were airlifted to safety
by Coast Guurd helicopters bucking
40 mph wilids.
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The Times said the computer was
to have been shipped Sunday from
Sweden to the Soviet Union.
WASHINGTON - The government has updated its list of cities off
limits to Soviet Diplomats traveling
in the United States, adding some
c:itics for the first time, the State
Department said Sunday, It is the
first revision of travel regulations for
the Soviets since 1967.

Reg. $2.49
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with coupon - Good Any Time - No Limit

Cosmonauts' Vacuum Suit Simulates Gravity
MOSCOW -Two Soviet cosmonauts arc simulating Earth's gravity by wearing a special vacuum suit to
prepare for their return home after nearly five months of
orbiting in. the Salyut 7 space station, Tass said Sunday.
The official Soviet news agency did not say when the
men, who blasted off June 27, would return to earth, but
Western experts have predicted they will rc·cnter the
atmosphere during the night late this week, possibly
Thursday.
Cosmonauts Vladimir Lyakhov and Alexander Alexandrov are taking turns putting on a special pneumatic
vacuum suit called a "chibis," which through differential pressure simulates the Earth's gravity on the body,
Tass said.
They are taking other medical measures in preparation for their return home, Tass said, but gave no details.
"The crew went through the whole program," Tass
said. "There were no failures, no tenseness in relations
was felt between the cosmonauts. The entire program
was carried out as planned."
Tass said the two cosmonauts also were preparing the
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Critics Change Tune
By sound instinct or blind luck, Ronald Reagan seems to have done
in Grenada what most Americans now believe to be the right thing.
It has been confirmed that American lives were in danger, that a
vicious anarchy prevailed, that the Grenadians were all but prisoners
in their own land, that indeed the other Caribbean countri.es and thl'l
Grenadian governor-general had ca.lled for help.
All these things were officially
asserted from the outset, but
widely disbelieved -less by
rank-and-file Americans than by
those of us who make our livings
at president-watching, Ever
since Lyndon poisoned the well
of presidential credibility, it has
been especially ha.rd for the
liberal theory class to trust presid!'lntial judgm!lnt.
Rarely, however, has the mistrust so quickly melted before
the: accumulation of evidence,
Poor Tip O'Neill! As recently as Nov. 1, in an interview with James
Reston of the New York Times, the speaker of the House spoke of the
president as if he were a sort of classroom dunce.
O'Neill said he was "frightened" and, in apparent reference to
Grenada, said Ronald Reagan was "absolutely going down thewrong
road •.• trampling on another nation," The president, he continued,
had "absolutely missed the boat ••. doesn't do his homework. , . doesn't read his briefing papers.'' Et ceiera.
Less than a week later, after a briefing from the 14-member House
delegation to Grenada, the speaker has "absolutely" (to use his favorite word) changed tunes. The operation, he now says, was "justi·
fied," whether Reagan read his briefing books or not.
The speaker's about-face was sharper than most, but he wasn't
alone. Many early skeptics, from Rep. Michael Barnes, chairman of
the House Western Hemisphere Affairs Subcommittee, to the editors
of The Washington Post have finally come down in the president's
Favor.
Barnes says he changed his mind "reluctantly"- an odd way to
put it. He seems almost alarmed to find that the Grenadian operation
was useful, fearing that it will give the president bad ideas.
It is true that presidents must often act on sketchy information, and
that hunch often plays a larger role than briefing papers. Some·
times -this is even more disquieting- a minor tactical decision
becomes all-important. In October 1962, at the height of the Cuban
missile crisis, President Kennedy decided to ignore a hysterical and
bellicose message from Nikita Khrushchev and respond to the quieter
one that arrived at almost the same time. It worked- fortunately.
It would be wonderful if presidents had the luxury of planning their
crisis moves at leisure, like a new product or a major advertising
campaign. aut surprise is usual, and leaves little time for the nice
balancing of pros and cons. As President Kennedy once told a London
Observer interviewer who pressed him to admit that, after all, Cuba
had many legitimate grievances against the United States: "That may
be true, but I am a political leader, not a sociologist."
Ronald Reagan isn't the only president who's. seen early skeptics
rally to his judgment; it is merely happening sooner than it usually
does. Few vigorous presidential actions in this century, good or bad,
have failed to appall, anger or alarm large segments of "informed"
opinion. It questioned Lend·Lease, the Marshall Plan, the Truman
Doctrine, the decision to fight in Korea, Kennedy's strong defense of
Berlin and his challenge to Khrushchev to get the missiles out of
Cuba.
• In analyzing "the tragedy ofMunich,'' Winston Churchill admitted
that, "Those who are prone by temperament and character to seek
sharp and clear-cut solutions of difficult and obscure problems, who
are ready to fight whenever some challenge comes from a foreign
power, have not always been right."
Still, Churchill concluded, while "the Sermon on the Mount is the
last word in Christian ethics •.• it is not on these terms that ministers
assume their responsibilities of guiding states/'
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Wake Up, America!
The Soviets Have No Intention of Freezing
Their Weapons!

By Dave Barry
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Our Founders Believed
in Defending America'S
Liberty... DO YOU?
Production of selected
weapons 1974-82

------Letters------

Curtail

~Agony'

Editor:

I note with despair President
Reagan's recent military invasion in Grenada and the publicity
hype that calls for an escalation
of military action against Nicaragua and Cuba. The administra·
tion now presides over a doggedly reactionary and anti·
human policy of colonialism and
militarism. I would like to make .a
modest proposal aimed at shortcircuiting the prolonged agony
of this react!onism:
Five hundred thousand American combat troops should be

-

of U.S. Policy

immediately dispatched to Cen·
tral America. Indians should be
genocidally exterminated, their
livestock decimated, the forests
defoliated with toxic chemicals
and the. streams and rivers polluted. The wells should be
poisoned, and the women and
children driven to resettlement
camps and housed in misery and
degradation.
•.. Butchery, torture and murder should be condoned by vir·
tue of its victims being "com·
munists." "Pacification" of Cen·
tral America should be

announced and "peace with
honor" declared.
If recent American history is to
be a politically santioned night·
mare, I propose that it be a short
one. Perhaps then the people of
that unjust and exploited region
can get on with their business of
creating revolutionary, just
societies and the Americans can
go back to being concerned
Christians.
Donna Brown

Portrait Ironic
Editor:

KUNM, NPR Further Free Speech
Editor:

The Reilich letter (Nov. 11 Daily Lobo) brings me back out of

Free speech is, of course, a valuable commodity, something that I
have been brought up to respect. KUNM, and National PublicR<Jdio in
general, continue to further the cause of free speech, in whatever
form, even if it means enduring meaningless and self-contradictory
diatribes ofthesort that Reginald Pound contributed to the Daily Lobo
(Nov. 18).
However, it would be at least courteous of him to do enough
research to spell my name correctly before launching the attack.
May I appeal for a little clarity in the criticisms of KUNM? It would
certainly help the University Radio Committee to evaluate their importance. Nobody benefits from inaccuracy and carelessness. In the
meantime, my logic class is still open.

the woodwork so to speak; in a
way the Gallegos l.etter was
more easily ignored.
Reilich appears just as much
imbued with the doctrine of hate
as that which she is assuming to
oppose; the only difference
being headress. Hers is a new
type of bigotry,. thinking perhaps
that her foul ness of attitude is
somehow sanctified by the holiness of her cause. I find it an iro·
nic portrait though not un·
common.

Nick Crofts- Classical Programmer

Jane Frohman

SOVIET UNION

~

us

17,350

So11iet Alrcrah Carrier Kiev

American Aircrah Carrier Independence
Other armored
vehicles

''We most solemnly, before
God and the world, declare
that ••• the arms we have been
compelled to assume we will,
wiih una bating firmness and
perseverance, employ for the
preservation of our liberties •••
being resolved to die freemen,
rather than live slaves. ''

100

Look at the Facts ...
• When the SALT Talks began in November
of 1969, we agreed to stop building our
defenses and to begin to disarm what we
had. Meanwhile, the Soviets were as busy
as ever building up thei.r weapons.

Tactical combat
aircraft

• Since that time, the So11lets ha11e de11eloped
21 new high technology systems, compared to
the 2 that we have developed.
• In 1981, the Soviets outnumbered us 2 to lin
tanks, 40 to 1 In surface to air missiles, and 3
to 1 In naval vessels.

warships

-By Order of Congress
John Hancock, President
Philadelphia, July 6, 1775

• At one time, the U.S. u.as more advanced In
Its technology. Today the So11lets are almost
equal II not equal.
-Information laken from Soviet Military Power, 2nd
Edition, published by U.S. Depattmellt of Defense,
1983.

Ballistic missile
submarines

Hwnan Costs of Communism
Here are some figures on the human costs of Com·
mtmism 's worldwide exponsionfsm and colonia/Ism in·
just66 years of history;
• Robert Conquest, the British historian, calculates
that it cost between 21.5 million to 32.3 million lives
to l!stablish Communism in the USSR. This includes
5 million who died in the Soviet·lnspired famine of
1932 and 12 million sent to their deaths In Stalin's
labor camps.
• In Poland approximate!!,~ 15,000 died In the
Warsaw Uptlsing in 19'14 when lhe Soviets allowed
the German army lo slaughter the Polish resistance.
• Dllring the Hungarian Revolt of 1956 there
were 15,000 casualties in Budapest alone with more
than 200,000 Hungarian refugees fleeing to the
West.
• In Czechoslavakia three years alter :he Com·
rnunists seiz~d power at least 152,000 Czechs had
been e)(eculed or sent to slave• labor camps.

·• In Bulgaria more than 16,000 citizens were
liquidated or deported to labor camps during the first
15 years of Communist rule.

• In China, according to Richard Wall<er, director
of the Institute lor International Studies .al the Uni·
versily of South Carolina, It Is estimated I hat perhaps
64 million casuallies can be attributed to Communism's coming lo power •.In the Political Liquidation
Campaigns of 1949-1958 alone, some 30 million
Chinese lost their lives: No ligures are available on
how many died in the Cullural Revolution shortly be·
fore Chairman Mao's death, but many ex[:ierls think
the figure Is sllbstantlally large.

• In VIetnam, the "Land Reforms" of 1953-56
sent 500,000 persons to their deaths. . Another
200,000 were liquidated ln the "People's Tribunals"
of1956-1959.

• John Barron and Anthony Paul in their remarkablebook Murder of a Gentle Land estimate between
1.2 to 2.5 million Cambodians were murdereJ
during the first two years of Communist rule in that
country.
• In Laos, with a population of fewer than 4 million, more than 200,000 Laotians have lied !heir
country.
• The largest refugee population In the world
today, estimated at close to 3 million, are Afghans
who are living in wretched border camps in Pakistan.
• An unprecedented 5,000 Cuban rerugees arrived In the U.S. In 1980 on a single day lleehlg I he
Communist dictatorship of Fidel Castro. More than
124,000 came in one year, added to thousands who
fled lo thi!U.S. following lhe Communist takeover.

• The plight of the "boat people" of Southeast
Asia continues.
The Mfndszenly lleporl'(i!uly 1983). P.O, Box 11321. St. Louis,
Mlssoutl631 05.
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Glut To End

Sociology Department Offers
New Criminal Justice Degree

Teacher Shortage Predicted by 1986;
Educators Outline Prevention Options
By Harrison Flctche.r

be the first step in an tlcross-thc-

A predicted teacher shortage by
1986 could be avoided in Albuquerque if preventative measures ure
token. say> Peter Eisselc, associate
'uperintenucnt for personnel for the
Albuquerque Public Schools.
The ;hortage, prctlictccl in a report by thl' Cumcgic Foundation for
tlw Atlvunccmcnt of Tcaclling publi,hcd in T/1,, Christian Sl'inll e
Moniror. will come Pll the heels of
the nati<mwitlc teacher glut.
The l'<.'pnrt 'tatcd that un o vcrabundance of t<:nchcrs during the
1970; may be coming to an nbrupt
halt. A nalionwitk shortngc of math
~llld science tcuchcr!-t has already
;1dvcrsely effected schools, and may

bourd shorwgc by t.hc end of this
decade.
But according to Eissclc, "if and
when the shortage docs hit, it will
effect the eastern schools before it
reaches Albuquerque, which should
give us enough time to take steps to
prevent it."
Among the preventative steps
offered by Eissek were: hiring
enough teachers beforehand in areas
where shortugcs might be apparent.
such as math and science: the creation of "incentive scholarship&" for
students entering a tcnching profession: and "increased stipends" for
>tudents entering · 'criticnl arcus'' of
teaching.
"On a small scale, these mea-

ADOI\TION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
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A new degree in criminal justice,
requiring no minor, is now being
offered at the University of New
Mexico.
The degree is an interdisciplinary
program which draws courses from
several departments, including
sociology, psychology, political science, speech communications and

Admissions Dean Robert Weaver presents Dorothy Bealmar
(left) and student-employee Loretta Montoya with the
annual MacGregor employee service awards Friday. The
awards go to outstanding employees of the Office of Admissions and Records.

Reactions to

Bargaining Symposium
To Be Held for Educators

w

No Charge for

vO

:Sy Debbie Figge

surcs have worked well in areas such
as speciul education, where we do
have a shortage," said Eisscle,
"However tncsc measures would
vary as the demand in certain areas
of teaching changes."
The report also suggested corporate sabbaticalle;IVCS allowing ''private industry professionals" to
teach up to two years in .the classroom as another solution to the
shortage problem.
The possibility or a teacher shortage could be attributed to a convergence of "tmditionul factors"
that have always influenced education. said David Darling. former
dean of the University of New Mexico College of Education.
The main reason, said Darling, .is
the "mini-baby boom," which began in the 1970s and will effect .student enrollment as early us 1985.
A Christian Science Monitor article on the report predicted a student
enrollment i ncrcasc by about 2 percent (400,000 children) annually for
about 15 years. Teacher layoffs,
which were massive in some areas of
tile country, will come to an abrupt
halt in several years. followed by a
sharp upturn in teacher demand.
Scott Caraway
The article also predicted job
growth for elementary school Students in Tim Gutierrez's swimming class struggle to stay
teachers will be among the highest afloat during a water survival lesson. The fully-clothed
for college graduates. By 1990 the
swimmers have to remove their pants, fill them with air and
new clemand for elementary school
improvise a float.
teachers will approach 251,000. as
compared with I I 2,000 for computer programers and 26,000 for
architects.
"Low teacher salaries have
caused college students to seek professions in areas other than education," he said. "For example, those
with a strong background in math By Gail Fishel
are seeking a degree in engineering
The Assistant Director of Colleges and Universities of the American
rather than teaching - salaries play
a large part in a student's decision," Federation ofTeachcrs will hold a symposium on collective bargaining today
The average starting salary in New and Tuesday at the New Mexico Union on the University of New Mexico
campus.
Mexico is $13,000.
Perry Robinson from the national headquarters in Washington, D.C will
New job opportunities for women
on the current trends of collective bargaining, the necessary steps to
speak
may be the third reason for a coming
teacher shortage, added Darling. hi~h~r education organizing, and the laws governing higher education barWomen, who constitute the majority gammg.
The symposium is being sponsored by the Faculty Representation Associaof elementary and high school
teachers, arc leaving teaching to go tion, the New Mexico Federation of Teachers, and the Association of
into other ateas, such as law and University Professors and will be held in Room 253 of the SUB at3:30 p.m.
today and as a part of the Brown Bag Lecture Series at noon Tuesday.
medicine, he said.
"Teaching is no longer the only
acceptable profession for women,"
said Darling. "But 20, or even I 0
of the Fine Arts Center. More information is
aviaiable at277-58Ei.l.
years ago, this wasn't true."
Evidence for the teacher shortage
Wom~n Cradullte Students' Support Group will
hold an org~~nizatfonal meCting at 9 a.m. in Room
is reflected in the hiring rates of
l4!i·A of the Studcn1 Health Center, Mental Health
some eastern schools, said Darling,
Senicc. More informtion is available at277-4S37,
who cited figures from the Christian
Scie11ce Monitor article which
Tuesday's Events
showed that a. school district in FlorSanctuary Group will hold a closed AA meeting for
ida hired as many as I ,000 new Today's Events
alccihollcs only at noon Tuesdays and Thursdays at
the
Newman Center. More informati'on is available ot
teachers for the 1983 school year.
N,urolla Anonymous will .hOld ·a .rnce~ing for 247·1094.
H.owcvcr. it will be some time add1cts 'Only at 8 p.m. Mondays at St. 'Thomas of
Campus Cru5ade for Christ meetS at 7 p.m. every
before these trends will be apparent Car,tcrbury, 42S: University N.E.
Tuesday in the Basic Medical Science Building, North
in Albuquerque, said Eissele.
.student Organlzadon ror Latin Amedr:an StudieS
Campus. Room 203. Morc.infoimallon is-available tit
meet at noon at the Latin American lnstfiuhi to
Although there is a shortage of \VIIJ
883·2841.
plan Nicaragua intcrmafloli projl!ct, There will bc·an
teachers in some areas such as spe- information table setup in the NM Union Tuesday
Unlled Campus Mhdst_rfes wili sponsor a "Women
'
cial education, and A.P.S. hired 150 Morc.in(ormatipn is available at 277-2961.
and Religion Suppon Group•' meeling at 4 p.m.
'l'uesday!i at 1801 Las Lomas N.E, More information
to 200 new teachers for 1983,
Sa_ndUal'}' GrOup will hold a dosed AA meeting for
A.P.S. "is not cxpcrienceing any- alcoholic! only Jit 8 p.m. Mondays: at the Newman is available at256-3:274.
Spurs will hold Ia last meetlrig at 7:30 p.·m. ln NM
thing close to a teacher shortage." Center, More information is-available ai 241-1094.
Union Room 230. lryou cannot attend-please contact
In fact, he said "we arc experiencUNM 'Skydiving Clu~ will meet ai 1 p.m. tn NM an officer. More fnformatloil isavaltableat277•4271.
Union R_oom 250-A, B. Murc information Is available
ing a glut in sotne areas."
a\266-9677.

on your First Donation Only.
Limit One Per New Donor
Hours Between 12:30-3:30 PM

131 M•rron H•ll
271-5858

UNMChen Club wili meet at6p.m, Mondays and
Fridays. in NM Union, Room 23l•B, More in~
tormatiQn is a\lail~ble at 242-6624,
UNM Darla! bepal1menl will present ,.l'he

Stude~t Dance Production" at

·s

p.m. In the
Expc_nmental Tfu!ate_r. 'rickets are S:i With iimlted
scatinlt. Mote Information Is available at 277-44o2.
Dtplrtmen_i oi' Art will present a talk by Dr,

Geor~e

Kubler on "Esthetic RecOgnition of Ancient
Atnencan Art 1492·1841'' at 7:30p.m. In Room 2018

American Indian Sde_nce and Engineering Society
will meet at 7 p, m. in the Farris Eitglncer_ing Center
Room 145, Officer _elections will be held. More In•
formatltm is available at271-5831.

Kiva Club wlll Present a talk by Jody Pratt and
Stephen Wall on New Mexico Iridian issues at7 p.m.
in the Nalivc American Sttidie.s:. More lnrormatlon is
available at Z71-51SO.
C•mpus COinmldee fo; Hallllri RlahtA tn lAtin
Ameik• will hold 1i _panel discussion aboUt the
C?reoada Invasion at 12:30 ·p.m. In NM Union

Balltoorrt.

Old Donors

'$1.00

B0 n.US

for your contribution towards
the Childrens Home. When you bring this
coupon on any single donation per week
1 per week
Offer expires 11-30-83

he said: What can I do?
she said: Submit!
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Americans by the millions
gathered in homes, churches and
schools Sunday to watch The Day
After, a television vision of atomic
annihilation. The administration insisted the true-to-life drama would
build support for President Reagan.
Many conservatives ripped the $7
million movie as propaganda against
Reagan's arms buildup. Antinuclear groups hailed it as a public
service. Psychiatrists. worried about
high anxiety and nightmares,
warned that chi.ldren should not
watch it.
Thousands of group viewings
were scheduled as the ABC program
became a national television event
on a par with the Super Bowl.
The network would not predict
how many people would watch the
prime-time movie, but some in the
media offered estimates up to 70
million - about a third of the U.S.
population.
Tit~ Day After, three years in the
making, depicts the destruction of
Kansas City ill a nuclear war and the
nightmarish struggle by survivors 38
miles away in Lawrence, Kan.
The two hour and I 5 minute show
gives no hint who starts the war, but
the fictional results are graphic and
the message is cleat: it could happen
today and no one is safe.
Reagan had a sneak preview of
the film last week and a White House
spokesman said he would not watch
it again Sunday night.
The White House waged a count~r-offcnsivc, producing top offictals for tclevisiOtJ interviews to
p:omote Reagan's arms control polictes.
"It's going to reinforce support
for the president," Kenneth Adel·
man, director of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, said on
NBC's Meet the Press .
"I do not think there's anxiety in
the administratioll about the film,"
he said.
Secretary of State George Shultz
planned an appearance on ABC following the broadcast to discuss
Reagan's efforts to reduce the risk of
war.
Conservative supporters of
Reagan strongly criticized the
program.
The Rev .Jerry Falwell, head of
the Moral Majority, branded the
film a "blatant political statement in
favor of disarmament" and
threatened l! boycott of the program's sponsors.
. The conset·vativc Young AmerIcans for Freedom planned to picket
ABC affiliates nationwide,
,And the conservative New HampShire Stmday News, in Martchcstcr,
N.H.., in an editorial Sunday called
the program "art outrageous propaganda attempt. If we didn't know
• , ,bJ!!tpc,, wJ!: d,b,e, JCJ\tpte.P, (o, ~J<p!ail) ,

~Day

others. Technically, it is an applied
bachelor's degree in sociologv with
a criminal justice conccntrati~n.
Sociology department Professor
Paul Steele, the advisor for the program, said that existing courses and
faculty were organized in a new way
to form the degree program at no
cost to the University.
"It is a very solid product for the
criminal justice community - a
program we feel can generate interest and bring people to UNM,"
Steele said.
All criminal justice majors must
complete 55 hours of coursework.
made up of 37 hours of required

courses and 18 hours selected from ~
list of approved electives. Through
these c!Gctivcs, the student can focus
his or her interests 01.1 special topic
areas within the criminal justice
field.
Some career possibilities in this
area are government agency work in
law enforcement, court services,
corrections, and prevention and
public safety. This degree also hGips
the student to prepare for graduate
studies in law. health services. social work, counseling, sociology
and public administration.
Stc~Je said there was "instantaneous response'' to the degree,
with 40 to 50 people already declaring criminal justice as their intended
major.

He added that most other criminal
justice degrees in other universities
began .in the 1960s as a result or
urban unrest, and cmplwsizc only
police ~raining. UNM, he said.
cmphasiz.es police, courts, and corrections fields.
"It is n bachelor of arts degree. in
which all Arts and Sciences requirements must be met. It produces more
of a liberal arts graduate." Steele
said.
Steele said that criminal justice is
a growing industry in Ncw'Mcxico,
with a 60 percent to 70 p~rccnt
growth in employment projected
over the next seven years.
Advisement material for this degree is available in the Arts and Sciences advisement center, or in the
sociology department office.

After' Vary

the recent public absence of Soviet
Boss Andropov as related to last minute editing chores ou 'his' movie!"
But the film's scriptwriter, Ed
Hume, denied the film takes any
particular point of view.
"This is not a statement about the
nuclear freeze," said Humc, inter-

viewed in Boston. ''The whole point
is that we've got to confro11t this
directly. It's like the bogeyman in a
dark room. You have to turn around
and look it right in the face."
Among the gatherings planned
nationwide were candlelight vigils
in both Kansas City and Lawrence.

What could you have in common with Nelly
Blye, Dan Rather, Geraldo Rivera, Carl Bern·
stein, Shana Alexander and Horace Greeley?
You could start at the bottom.
But, look where they are now.
Get started.
The New Mexico DDI/y Lobo Is looking for a part-time,
general news reporter. Call Wren at 277-5656 between
1-Sp.m.

IS OPEN
127 Harvard SE 265·4777
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Use our coupon on Pg. 3 lor ci taste
of the BEST PIZZA you've ever eaten

Open 7 days lla.m. to llp.m.
Eat-in or Take-out

FOURPLAY

94 Rock plays four songs everytime - without talk!
Listen every weekday morning. to win $94 every weekday afternoon!
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Renewal Deadline King of Horror Speaks in N.M.
Residence Hall Students Are
Reminded To Complete And Submit
Their Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials By

· · · ·
By Cratg Ctmssmger

4:00P.M.

Wednesday,
November 30, 1983
Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservations
2nd Floor La Posada
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Although he had never visited New Mexico bcfor~,
author Stephen King said Sa(Urday night the state IS
"important for whct·e 1 am today and whtlt 1:m d,oing.
"I think that maybe there are pressure pomts 111 human experience that change everything in individual
Jives or in groups of lives," King told an audtence of
about 850 people in the Truth or Consequences Middle
School gymnasium.
In 1966, his wife. Tabitha, applied to the University
of New Mexico and was ;1ccepted, Being the fourth of
eight children, she needed financial assistance. UNM
denied it.
As a result, she went to the University of Maine
where "she worked in a library, where 1 worked in a
library, and where I met her,." King said. "We have
three children who owe their very existence to the
stamped reject. As for me, she gave me H supportive
environment in which to write."
King, dubbed the "the modern master of horror" by
the New York Times, is the author of such books as The
Shining, Differe/11 Seasom, Chrisrine and .Ius latest, Pet
Sematary.

The Bangor, Maine, residen\ received la_ught.~r.a~d
clapping when he told the audtence he wntes . these
awful things" because "at the bottom of everythmg, of
course, I am warped. But it's under contra.! most
times."

~
*
~ Sell Your Books for More ~.

~ Buy for less at the Co-op

~

Hours are Posted
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We're a non-profit
student run co-op
bringing you less
expensive textbooks
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277-3701
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different ways
to look gooa~
trust Pearle.
What makes our frame collection so
special isn't the number of choices. lfs the
number of good choices.
But the best frame is the frame that looks
best on you. And that's what out optician Is
trained to help you flnd.
Because we're out to eam your trust.

PEARLE
v1s1on center
Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
West Central Plaza
4410A Central Ave. s.w.
831-5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul Blvd. ".E.
883·0077

~.19B3. Pearle Health SeMces•. Jnc•...

,
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The 6-foot-4-inch, 200-pound author said anoth~r
reason for writing honor fiction is "more noble. Tha_t ts
a sense of wonder; a sense that there could be somethmg
more.
"The fun is thinking, 'What if!'" he said. "II frees
you. It untcthers you at that point from the world. The
important thing for me is that sense of wonder; thut
feeling of a loophole.
. .
"It is nice to be paid for the story, but tt'SJUSt as g~od
to have had that freedom from boredom; that fallmg
through the trap door for a minute or two," King con·
tinued.
The author came to Truth or Consequences at the
invitation of the town library after a chi.ldhood friend of

The artistic growth of the Cham·
ber Orchestra of Albuquerque that
marked the I 982-83 season will con·
tinue into the 1983-84 season,
according to music director and conductor David Oberg, The 32member orchestra opens its ninth
season today at 8 p.m. at the Albuquerque Little Theater.
"During the 1982-83 season, we
planted seeds. This year we plan to
nourish and cultivate," John Fitzpatrick, president of the COA's
board of trustees, added.
Last season, the COA board initiated several important steps toward
a tighter organizational structure and
expansion of the board's commitment to the orchestra, Fitzpatrick
explained. The board voted ~n increase in the budget to permit one
additional rehearsal for the orchestra
per concert. "That showed in artistic quality," Fitzpatrick said. "We
had one of the most successful seasons, artisica!ly, since the nrche~tra
started in 1975."
"The J983-84 sea~on has some·
thing for everyone," added Oberg,
"though there is something of a bent
toward the Romantic era in the repertoire.' • Featured composers from
the Romantic period indudc Ro>sini Delius, Dvorak. Van Hrce.
R{m>ky-Kor~!!l'.ov. Arriaga.
llrahms. Slbeliu•, and ()ounod. But
Baroque. Cla,~i~al ~rid 201tl "cntury
composers ha~c n<1t be~n fornotten.
There is a special cmpha>i' on
Mozart this season with perform·
ances of his Bassoon Conc.erw,
Horn Cmtccrto No.3 and Symphony
No. 15.

By Leslie Donovan

And even more good news Albuquerque Ballet Company's
production of Sylvia Tues(lay and
Wednesday promises to be a special
treat for ballet enthusiasts with featured appearances by American Ballet Theater dancer Raymond Perrin
and North Carolina School for the
Performing Arts student and former
ABC principal Mary Mingo.
Though ABC is not as well known

Albuquerque ballet lovers have
been dancing for joy lately because
of a recent abundance of local ballet
productions, like .last weekend's
New Mexico Ballet Company's
Champagne Benefit and an upcoming Southwest Ballet Thanksgiving
weekend production of The Nurcracker.

form as soloists. It's one way thatthe
Chamber Orchestra is a very real
part of Albuquerque," said Oberg.
"We're also very pleased to have
Frank Bowen, from the University
of New Mexico music department,
as one of our soloists this year,"
Franklin added. "The COA is one of
the few places where outstanding
Albuquerque artists can perform as
soloists and Professor Bowen is certainly one of the city's finest."

Concert goers will also have a
chance to hear a performance of
Rimsky-Korsakov's opera Mozart .
al!d Sa/ieri during the orchestra's
summer series.
During the ninth season, the COA
cotltinucs its tradition of featuring
members of the orchestra and the
community as soloists. ''This policy
gives a unique outlet for some of the
city's outstanding-musicians to per·

A professor of flute at UNM,
Bowen has received two Fulbright
grants for study in the Netherlands
with Franz Vester, flutist, and Gustav Leonhardt, harpsichordist.
Bowen will perform in the March
15, 1984 concert, playing Carl PhiiIup Emanuel Back's Flute Concerto
in Bb Major, Wq 167.

Other featured soloists this season
will include David Gordon,
basoonist; Anthony Templeton,
violinist: Cynthia Lites, violinist;

A. V. Wall, tenor; Patrick Robinson,
baritone; Beth Scott, horn; and Anne
Eisfcller, harpist.
This year's orchestra season is of
special interest to the UNM com·
munity, according to Fitzpatrick.
"We're continuing the student
discounts on season tickets," Fitzpatrick said, "This year, the season
includes six classical concerts and a
very special Valentine's Day Pops
Concert, so the student discount
appplies to seven concerts.''
A season ticket for UNM students
costs $27.50, compared to $32 with·
out the discount, More information
is available at 247 ·0262, the COA
ticketline.
Featured selections tonight in·
elude: Bela Bartok's Ruma11ia11 Folk
Dances; Frederick Delius' SummerNight 011 the River; Mozart's Bas·
soon Concerto in Bb, K .. 191,;

Christoph Willibard Gluck's Dance
of the Blessed Spirits; and Darius
Milhaud's LeBoeuf sur le Toil.

UNM Dance Production
To Feature Jazz, Modern
By Holly Jaycox
Ballet, jazz and modern dance pieces will be performed in the University
of New Mexico dance division's biannual studer1t production of "Tapestry"
today and Tuesday.
The eight dances were chosen from 12 which were auditioned before a
panel of students and faculty Oct. 28, dance coordinator Jennifer Predock·
Linnell said. They arc all either choreographed or reconstructed by students.
The show has a variety of styles including several modern solos, a stilt
dance, a jazz dance,aclassical ballet variation, u bag dance and an innovative
dance performed with a physically impaired dancer.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for students to show their creative efforts
at choreography and to perform, ... Predock-Linncll said,
The proceeds from the show arc put in a dance fund that is used for
schnlatships and guest teachers.
"Tapestry" will be presented in the Elxperimental Theater, in the base·
ment of the: UNM Fine Arts Center, zt 8 p.m. Tickets ~rc $2 and lliay b~
purchased in advance at the Pine Arts box office, The box Qfficc will be open
before the show, but due to limited seating early purchase is rccorntnchdcd.

''f don't know either," he says,
The aesthic side of this play is
"I've never been in an airplane."
enriched by several dances which
And there you have it. Fernando are projections of Fernando's mind,
is the scapegoat for the actions of an Akele lmani Ayanna's interpretaoppresser, namely the Shah, and the tion of an acappella negro spiritual
inactions of an oppresive country- song is particularly moving.
one that has not allowed many of
Elder, along with John Hardman
his people the slightest level of
sophistication, as is symbolized by as Omar, Phy.llis Bloom as Dawn,
Jimmy Ning as the brutal interrogathe airplane.
Included in the cast are characters tor and Craig Myers as El Professor
who work as dual symbols of third- arc particularly well-done performworld countries and American ances, and even though the Spanish
minorities. Jake Silverhee.Js (Chuck accents sometimes fall flat and
Miner) is an American Indian, and Griego's acting is sometimes stiff
the .lively Alex Smitll (Greg Elder), and unbelievable, the overall energy
an intellectual black; they join va- and sensitivity, in conjunction with
rious women (one who is black) the extremely well-written script,
along with the stock Southern make of these flaws a petty issue.
WASP: all of whom, when in Iran,
Embassy Hostage is a penetrating
shed their otherwise important dis·
tinctions and become "just plain emotional and intellectual experience and should not be missed.
Americans. i '

By Eddie Tafoya
Emba$S)' Hostage i$ being pre-

sented at 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at the Vortex
Theater.
Because of its sensitive nature,
even three years later, the Iranian
hostage crisis is still a big story one which should be saved for an
epic movie, or at least Broadway but The Vortex Theater doesn't
seem to know this.
Instead of leaving this for the big·
gcr boys, the Vortex, under the auspices of Terry Davis' direction, has
chosen to cram 32 characters, four
of whom arc dancers, onto its tiny
stage, spell out the tensions of a Chicano who is giving his life and sanity
for the country that has oppressed
his people and give us various and
sundry visions of the protaganist's
past.

Indian Artwork Exhibited
Indian basketry from the rainladen Pacific Northwest give the
Albuquerque viewer a chance to experience the artwork of a different
climate merely by visiting the Maxwell Museum on the University of
New Mexico campus.
The Sella A. Hatfield Collection
of more than 800 Indian-made items
from Alaska, Canada, Washington,
Oregon and California will be on
display through Jan. 30, 1984.
The items include bowb, boxes
and trays made from materials
which include twined spruce roots,
bear grass and wild cherry bark.
A 21-foot birch bark canoe holds
center stage.
Also on display arc the artifacts of
two cultures colliding - a whiskey
bottle cover made from twined,
dyed and undyed spruce roots and
dyed grass stems.
All the materials arc late I 9th or
early 20th century and were

A small community theater that is
comparable to ofl~off-Broadivay is
not supposed to attempt the harpooning of such a whale.
Thank God for the Vortex's
naivete.
Their version of Ruben SalazMarquez's Embassy Hostage is a
narrowing depiction of the torture
and take-over and, despite some
mediocre performances. the end
product will leave you shuddering,
Sergeant Fernando Marquez
(Evie Griego) is the axis to the wheel
of madness. The story is told
through his eyes and the audience
cannot help but feel his pain. Narrative viewpoint is especially effective
in the Southwest because Fernando
Marquez is from stock Chicano
roots and the scenarios depicting his
past seem to be taken directly from
chapters of Albuquerque history.
The most ironic image comes
when Fernando is at his going-away
party and is listening to the jokes of
the older men. One of the compadres
asks: "What's the difference be·
tween a Gringo and an airplane?"
The others shake their heads''in
wonder.

Domino's

Pizza
Delivers
l'eat, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.

262-1662
UmHid DoliVOfY AtM

sylvans, Greek gods and subterranean caves, Sylvia is a full-length
ballet in three acts.
With music by Leo Delibes,
choreography by ABC director
Karen Cotter after the original work
by George Verdak, it is the story of a
young girl, Sylvia, wooed by a lover
whom she at first refuses the attentions of but later falls in love with at
the encouragement of Cupid's
arrow.
Like most romances, the plot is
complicated by the presence of an
evil villain who abducts SylviA.
Yet, unlike most romances, it is
the heroine, not the hero, who
actively seeks to liberate herself,
though the hero does prove usefu I in
helping her finish her escape,
Though only 1.7 years old,
Mingo, who plays Sylvia, has
danced for 12 years, eight of those
with the Krasnoff Cotter School of
Ballet which houses ABC,
She was ABC's principal ballerina for several years, performing in
such works as Coppelia, The Nighringa/e and the Rose, The Nutcrack·
er, Little Match Girl, Giselle and
Cinderella among others.

Since her recent acceptance to the
North Carolina School for the Performing Arts, Mingo has had workshop roles as the Lilac Fairy from
Sleeping Bea111y, a variation from
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$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza,
One coupon per pizza.
expires 11·28-83

Perrin, Mingo's first professional
partner, dancing with her in ABC's
J982 production of Sleeping Beaury,
has been a member of the prestigious
American Ballet Theater since 1980
and frequently makes guest appearances with ABC.
Born in San Francisco, Perrin
danced with the San Francisco Bal·
let and ABT II, ABT's second company, prior to joining ABT,
He has performed roles in many
bal.lets including Romeo in the full
length Romfo and Juliet.
Under Cotler's direction, ABC,
revived by her five years ago after
she purchased the Krasnoff Ballet
School where she had taken and
taught dance for many years, has
grown from a mini'troupe of six
dancers to a full-fledged company of
over 40 members.
Sylvia will be presented at 7:30
p.m. at the KiMo Theater. Tickets
are $8, $5 and $4. Bar service wi II be
provided during intermissions.
Proceeds from this production
will go toward ABC's ·June 1984
production of two new original ballets, Kalypso, again featuring Perrin, and Kosmos, featuring two former members of the Stuttgart Ballet.
Both pieces were written and
choreographed by Cotter as a result
of her recent visits lo Russia and
Central America

TWO WAYS
TO SAVE

.,.,...

Vv'ff

gathered by William Wineberg. a
Portland, Ore .. financier and father
of the collection's donor, Hatfield.
Throughout his life Wineberg was
interested in Indian-made objects
and his collection activities culminated in I 94l with the purchase of
more than 2,000 objects from the
Hudson Bay Fur Company, from
which the major part of the displayed collection was derived.
While some items are unused such as some handsomely beaded
moccasins anu gloves - other
items show signs of berry and grease
stains, as well as blackened areas
from fire soot and hot stones.
Special support for the preparation of the collection came from the
UNM administration, the UNM
Foundation, Jnc. and the Maxwell
Museum Association.
Museum hours are: 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday-Friday; 10 a.m. to 4
p.m, Saturday; I to 5 p.m. Sunday.

Read "Stepping Out" in
the Hew Mexico Daily Lobo
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Erudes and a variation from
Ravmonda.
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Need a reason to get out
of the house?
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$.75
$.75 off any size pizza,
One coupon per pizza.
expires 11·28·83
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Fast, Free Delivery
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I
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Open every day at 11 :00
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locally as the more finandally
aggressive Southwest and New
Mexico Ballet companies, ABC's
past productions have shown good
attention to detail, a finely balanced
sense of creativity and technical
accuracy and an awareness of. the
needs and limitations of young dancers.
Using .a wide vadcty of classical
motifs including fauns, nymphs,

Vortex Courageously Presents
Play About Iranian Take-Over

Season Predicted

~ 24 A Sub Basement ~

4300 Central Ave. S.E.
268·2008

o

"lhaveaclearsenseofterror. hesmd. I ma.r<It
of almost everything in t~c world. ~ut at thc.same t!~1e,
I'm fascinated by the thmgs that I m tcmfted of.

King's broke the icc. Proceeds from the !Gcture will go
y
to bene fit1 tl1e l'b
1 rar .
.
..
.
King. who has freely admitted his superstltlons m the
past, told of his fears in sever~! anecdotes. .
.
He said he is afi·aid of such thmgs as rats, sptders, btg
trucks on the turnpike and the dark.
"When I'm by myself, 1 sleep with the light on," he
said. "There are no real monsters,_ but if there wer~.
they wouldn't like the light. They like the dark. So, tf
you leave a light on, you're safe.
. .
"It's like the thing under the bed. !knew tt was under
there when I was a kid. Now that I'm a grown-up, I'm
only just pretty sure it's under the be\1. ''
King, 36, said he is most afraid of the thing most
people are afraid of- death,
"So far as we know, we're the only creatures on
Earththat have an extended sense of futurity," he said.
"How do we cope with it? We can't cope with it. It's
.
impossible, but we do it."
People read horror fiction and w~tch horror movtes
for the same reason he does, he satd.
"They do it to express their fears; to get rid of some of
their fears," he said, "People come to these thin?s to
gel away from real fears. They. know, these (thl~gs)
don't exist. Jt is also a chance to deal wtth these thmgs .. ,to experience them through fan!asies."
On a less positive note, horror ts also a way of
expressing aggression, King said. Society gives peo,ple
points for exercising emotions such as love, affcctton,
loyalty and responsibility.
, .
"Society does not rewa.rd us - doesn t gtve us any
points - for walking ~,P to a _lou~. mouth on_ the street
and punching him out, he satd. fo a cert:u~ degrc<;,
it (horror fiction and movies) may be a catha~tc cxpcnence. I say 'may be' because I also like to thmk something more is g<)ing on than that."
King said horror Stories and movies have very strong
subtcxts that point out anxieties in the real world.
He dubbed the horror movies of the I980s "tumor
movies" an'd said they reflect people's fear of cancer.
Examples included the "chestburster" scene in Ali~n.
exploding heads in Scanners and cockroaches commg
out of a body in Creepshow.
After the lecture, King signed autographs and talked
with people for almost three _hours at a rec~ption ~t
Geronimo Springs Museum. Fmally, the town s movtc
theater had a special screening of Cuja.

Dance Fans Can Look Forward to Upcoming Ballet

>J

There's only one choice in ski resorts for 1983·84...
Purgatory, the Southwest Colorado hotspot that's
''Comin' On Strong!''
Skiable

Acres
PURGATORY 530
Crested BUUe
Taos
Telluride

400
300
470

4 Cornaro Cerd
/Discount Card
$f4/$15
None
None

$14

season
PaS I~
$325

$600
$5851650
$475

1250 million
Expanolon
YES!
No
No

No

Purgatory has "The Hottest Skiing in the West" and
the ''Hottest Prices!'' Get your Season Pass now at
the lowest price around ... or pick up your 4 Corners
Card for only $35 to ski for the low, low, price of $1 4 a
day low season and $15 a day high season. And bOth
passes have a bounty of added benefits this year! On
sale now at Purgatory Sports, 528 Main in Durango or
by calling (303) 259·1485.
For lodging reservations call tolf·free (800) 525·0892.
_
*"College Student Price" .
. ._
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Lobos Even Record With Win Over Aztecs

Lobos Hunt For Road Win at Alaskan Tournament

By Erk Maddy

tcr made four solo tackles,

Amidot the laughter, shouts and
loud noioc of cclcbrution that permeated the University of New Mexico
football locker room Snturd~lY night,
u quiet figure circulated, seeking out
IH right hands,
Joe Lee Dunn, the University of
New Mexico head football coach,
found ull of his seniors, who were
among tlw keys to UNM's 34-14
victory over San Diego State, and
shook their hands and expl'esscd
some quick words,
Most of those handshakes broke
down into hugs, and the COilch
quickly moved on before crying.
"They have been here as long as I
have," said

Dunn~

who served us

defensive coordinator for Joe Morrison for three years before taking the
top job, "Those IS people arc very
Viiluablc and special to liS."
Three of those seniors put on extra-special performances in their tin;11 rollcgiatc contest. Running back
Michael Johnson had 18 can-ics for
I 04 yards and two touchdowns;
wide rccievcr Derwin Williams
Cllllght seven of UNM's 10 completed passes for 146 yards and one
score and defensive end Jimmie Car-

one assist
and three quarterback sacks.
The game was especially special
for Johnson, who hails form San
Diego and was overlooked by Aztec
recruiters. "I tried to treat it like just
another game," said Johnson, "It's
not like these coaches (SDSU
changed coaches after Johnson came
to UNM) slighted me.
''I'm happy forme, for my family
and the guys on the team," Johnson
added. "You always remember the
last contest, and it is good to go out
on a good note."
Johnson's first carry, which came
on UNM 's second series after the
second roughing-the-punter call on
San Diego State, was a two yard
loss. But that was only time the
Aztec defense was able to contain
Johnson, who finished the year with
739 yards and his career with 1663
yards, good for lOth place on the
all 'lime UNM list, just four yards
behind David Osborn for ninth
place.
Williams' seven catches gave him
37 on the year and 72 in his career,
sixth on the all-time Lobo list The
1508 yards he guineo on those recep"
tions left him fourth in the UNM
record book, behind pro players Pre-

ston Dennard and Ricky Martin and
former teammate Keith MaGee.
"Now that we're playing good we
need another 10 games," said Williams of the Lobus, who finished the
year 6-6 but with a three-game winning streak, "!t felt great as a senior
to go out by winning big and playing
welL"
After Jim Sandusky returned a
UNM kickoff 97-yards to cut the
Lobo lead to27-14 in the third quarter, Williams and junior quarterback
Buddy Funck took charge. Williams
broke free from the San Diego State
secondary and caught a long Funck
pass, good for a 69-yard completion. Only a diving tackle by Ellis
Powers saved the immediate touchdown.
"It was like I was shifting gears
and I had the clutch in trying to go to
fourth," said Williams. "If I would
have got it into fourth, he would
have never caught me,"
''You could tell that he felt like it
was his lastgamc," said Dunn. "If
he had been completely healthy, I
don't think they would have caught
him." Williams has been bothered
by a sore leg he suffered against
Wyoming.
"The first guy who came up to me

was (tight end Mike) Mazzella, and
he told me 'Man, you just didn't
want it bad enough,"' said Williams
with a smile. ''Of co\lrse, everybody else was say.ing the same
thing."
But Williams wanted the ball two
plays later, when Funck hit him with
an eight-yard touchdown pass which
was the final score of the night for
either team, "We've been practicing this play all week," said Wil·
Iiams, "We tried it earlier in the
game but it didn't work because they
were in a zone (coverage).
"This time, I just moved in, went
back out .and 1 was wide, wide
open.''

Carter, the Lobo being most
closely watched by professional
football scouts, summed up the feelings of most of the seniors. "There
was a time when I couldn't wait for it
to be over," said Carter. "But now I
get the feeling that I'll miss everybody.
"We had our ups and downs this
year, but I guess that could have
been expected," said Carter, "I'm
just glad we finished on top with
three wins. We left the people who
will be back next year a good winning note."

"We could have just played oui
the string after all those losses, but
we came back and played hare! and
practiced hard," said Johnson.
The Lobos rolled up a seasonhigh 513 yards in their final contest.
Senior Denny Allen gained 66 yards
on the night to compliment Johnson,
as UNM gained 303 yards on the
ground.
The Lobo defense may have c!ln·
ched their third Western Athletic
Conference statistical title in four
years with their performance against
SDSU, UNM held the Aztecs to 135
yards, including -24 yards on the
ground. That was the second straight
week that UNM held its opponent to
minus rushing yardage.
UNM is giving up an average of
298. I yards per contest, while
second place Hawaii is allowing
337. 1 yards per game. The Rainbows have two more games remaining with Wyoming and Oklahoma.
EXTRA POINTS: Dunn and his
assistants met Sunday to dctcrntinc
recruiting priorities, Dunn had said
earlier that he would not be recruitin!l very many junior college players
and that "we won't sign a JC player
unless we're sure he can come in and
start for us right away."
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Play Broncos
In Opener
By Jim

The Great Alaska Shootout. It
sounds more like a package trip
offered by a hunting magazine than a
basketball tournament, but it is
known as one of the best collegiate
invitationals in the country,
The Lobos open their 1983-84
regular season Jn Anc;horage, Alaska, Friday through Sunday, at the
Shootout. The Lobos have a lot to
shoot and hunt for- they'll be looking to shake their road Jinx, having
only won three road games in three
seasons, and the Lobos need some
wins because the early season schcdule doesn't get any easier.
The tournament will preview
some of the top teams in the nation
with defending NCAA champion
North Carolina State and NCAA
tournament qualifiers Oklahoma
and Arkansas included.
Fordham, which played in the
National Invitation Tournament last
year, is also in the eight-team field.
The Lobos open the Shootout
against Santa Clara, whichwas21-7
last year, Santa Clara is a member of
the West Coast Athletic Conference,
Lobo coach Gary Colson, who
coached <1! Peppcrdine before coming to New Mexico, is familiar with
the Broncos. His Pcpperdinc teams
played against Santa Clara II times.
"They have a seven-foot center who
plays very good and they. are well
coached," Colson said. That center
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Nov. 26
Saturday

Arkansas
5:30p.m.
Fordham
Southern Cal
7:30p.m.
Oklahoma

Nov, 27
Sunday

I

5:30p.m.

North Carolina State
3 p.m.
JYaska-1\nchorage
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RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE
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3rd & 5th ~~a!!!£IO_!!.Ship
5:30p.m. ,7:30p.m.
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3 Blocks
King

Senior Michael Johnson, no. 44, gains some of his 104 yards in Saturday night's 34-14 victory
over San Diego State. The Lobos finished witha 6-6 overall record, 4-3 in the Western Athletic
Conference.

Ski Taos
March 30 to April 1:
price per peron:
$60.00

Package price
includes:
o Two nights lOdging at the
Abominable Snow Mahslon

• Breakfast Saturday
ahd sunday

to ski a-tea eat:h day
• Discounts on lift tickets

"Textbook volleyball" were the
cheers of the New Mexico State University fans last Friday. night as
UNM dropped the last match of the
season.
Hopes of an NCAA volleyball
berth all but disappeared when
UNM lost in three games 15-11, 1510, and 15-4, giving the lady Lobos
a 5·5 record, a fourth place !'in ish in
the High Country Athletic Confer"
encc, and a 28·1 I overall record.
BYU clenched the HCAC title
and an NCAA berth this weekend
with victories over Wyoming und
Colorado State. The Cougars arc 9- I
in HCAC omd 27-5 overall, CSU
was the only team in the conference
that beat BYU.
NMSU and CSU arc tied for
second place with 6-4 HCAC records.
if the Lobos had beat NMSU,
they would h(IVe been in sccoftd

place and chances for an at-large
NGAA berth would have been good.
"We were too nervous," said
Coach Laurel Brassey Kessel, "We
just never settled down. NMSU
keyed up for the match and played
really well~ It's sad because we
really wanted to win."
Friday's match between the
Lobos and the Roadrunners marked
the 28th meeting between the two
rivals. NMSU now claims a 20-8
lead in the 1O·ycar-old series,
Three seniors played their last
match for the Lobos Friday. Outside
hitters Terri Nielson and Kim Hicks;
and defensive specialist Sandra
Gayton.

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS..,

Karl McElhaney

ASUNM DUPUCA TING CENTER

Kessel suys she is rccommcding
Hicks, Nielson and Shannon Yes·
sup, center blocker, for HCAC allconference honors, and Hicks and
Nielson for all-American honors.
Competition in the United Stutes
Volleyball Association and recruiting arc whai lie ahead for the tct1ilt.

*

NEW SELF-SERVICE COPY MACHINE*
WITH 11x17 PAPER

*

COLOR COPIER

Leisure Services Player of the Week

*

This week's Bttdwelser/lli'!M Leisure Services Player of the Week Is
Karl Mcf:lhaney. Kart ajunlorHusiness m~orfrom rannlngton, New
Mexico, was chosen for his outstanding play In softball. flag football
and basketball while guiding his team, the o.z:s, this semester.
Karl says he participates in the Leisure Services program because he
eriJoys the high degree of competitive sports Which the program
offers. Karl also says, "Hi and thanks to all my oz friends.'' once
again, our congratulations to Katl McElhaney, this week's Budwels•
er/UNM Leisure Services Player of the Week.

OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-9PM
SATURDAYS 10AM·4PM
277-5031

LOCAiED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.

•
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Volleyball Team Selling Selleck

NCAA Volleyball Bid Goes Astray
By bave Gai

I

wolves were 14-15 last year. Tlteir prise Saturday, beating third-ranked Waymen Tisdale (24.5 points per
top returnee is Jeff Martin, a 6-foot- Houston 76-64.
game) led the Sooners to a 24-9 sea5 guard who averaged 17.9 points
Sidney Lowe, Dercck Wltitten- son and a trip to the NCAA Tournaper game. The Sea wolve:; lost each burg and Thurl Bailey graduated but ment. The Soone~s beat Alabamagame they played in the Shootout remember Lorenzo Charles? He was Birmingham in the opening n>und or'
games last year.
the guy who swiped Lowe's sbotout the tournament 71-63 before losing
Arkansas - The Razorbacks of the air and carefully pluccd in the to Indiana 63-49.
beat Purdue 78-68to advance to the hoop for the NCAA championship
Southern California -The
Mideast Regional where they they victory against Houston. Charles Trojans were 17-11 last season with
lost to eventual Final Four visitor scored 23 points and pulled down 13 one of their losses coming against
Louisville 65-63, The Razorbacks rebounds in State's victory New Mexico 77-74. Wayne Carlanwere 26-4last season and are led by Saturday.
der is the top returnee for USC. He
Alvin Robertson, a 6-foot-3 guard,
Oklahoma - 6-foot-9 forward averaged 13.1 points per game.
who averaged 14.2 points per game,
Fordham - The Rams lost in
the first round of the NIT to South
Florida 81-69. They were 19-1 I last
season and are led by guard Tony
The University of New Mexico UNM women's volleyball team.
Mcintosh, who averaged 7.4 points Volleyball team is selling 23-by.-35Selleck is the honorary captain of
per game.
inch posters of Tom Selleck as part the USA men's volleyball team and
North Carolina State - The of a fundraiscr.
also stars in the weekly television
surprise team in last year's NCAA
The cost for a poster is $5. Two series "Magnum, P.l." Posters are
tournament looks to pull more sur- dollars goes directly to the men's on sale in Carlisle Gym, room J lO,
prises this year. They pulled a sur- olympic team and $3 goes to the or in the book store gift shop.
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THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

• Shuttle

Call Student. Travel for more infonnatlon 277·2336
Reserve your seat now!
All deposits need to be made 30 days in .advan(e
final payment made 15 days before departure

1 p.m.

1616 Eubank Blvd. NE
9am-6pm Mon.-Sat.

Package price includes

• Shuttle to the skl area each ttay.

I

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tape Recorders,
Speakers, Equalizers

Ski Purgatory

• TwO nights Jodglhg at the Iron ·Horse Inn-. Each un-it has a· rlrc·
plac:c, color cable TV, lOft bcdrooin, quecri•size hlde·a·bed. Iron
lforsc hm Features Indoor pool, suaua. twot:lubs With live cntct•
talnmct1t. game roorn, full•scrvice rcstaltt'ant.
• Round_ trip transpottaU,on from Al_buqucrque via bus, lc;;Iving
friday afternoon and returning Sunday eVening.

Santa Clara
1 p.m.
NEW MEXICO

I

30-day labor warranty.
Cash paid far saleable 1.1sed
Items--working or not

Student Travel Invites You
December & January dates:
February 10 to 1.2:
price per person:
. . price per person:
$89.00 double occupancy $81.00 double occupancy
$69.00 quad occupMcy
$71.00 triple occupancy
$61.00 quad occupancy

Nov. 26
Saturday

Nov. 27
Sunday

I
I

i.s Nick Vanos, who averaged 9.9
points per game last season.
Senior George Scott. injured his
back during Friday's practice and
will be out for about two weeks.
Colson said that he would probably
start freshman Hunter Greene or
Mike Winters, also a freshman, in
Scott's place,
The Lobos will usc the tournament to work on fundamentals, Colson said. "Instead of trying to do
five or six things right, we will work
on one set of plays on both offense
and defense and try to do those
things right," he said.
Colson said that Arkansas is probably the besttcam of the field, but he
also ranks Oklahoma and North
Carolina State among the tournament favorites.
Here is a summary of the other
rPiaceymirCias'iiiied-acq teams in the shootout;
1 today at 131 Marron 1 Alaska-Anchorage - The Sea-

Get yours at the Information Center in the SUB
or at the UNM Bookstore. FREE with your Student I.D. Card.

December 2 to 4
January 27 to 30
February 10 to 12

'

I

Student
Directories
Now Available!

Supplies limited ... Call Student Activities at 2774706 for more information.

Wiesen

Nov. 25
Friday

.................................................

~~

Academic Calendar, Athletic Schedules, Cultural
Activity Schedules, Campus Maps, Emergency
Numbers, Department & Division Numbers,
plus a Cross Listing of all students at U.N.M.
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9 More Issues

genius. 242-3093.
ll!;Z9
TECHNICAL TYPING $1,50, plain$1.35, revisions
$1. Word Pro, 266·1118.
1217
THE WORD MILL. Six years of experience. English
M.A. Editing available. Ncar campus. 256-0916.
.
11/23
HAVINC PROIIU~MS WITH math? Call888-4715
for all your algebra, trig., geometry and calculus
neec)s.
12/2

9 More Issues
Las N oticias

TUTORING- MATUEMATI<S, ST}\TISTI<S,
French. Masters degreed, experienced teacher-tutor.
266-4247.
11/21
TEST ANXIETY? MEMORY? Retention?
Professional hypnosis can help. Special student rates,
Free consultation. Call Human Development
Programs292·0370.
11129
E))JTING, REWRITE, TYPING, tUtoring in
sociology. Caii242-0I27,
ll/22
TYI'ING843-9137.
12112
QUALITY TYPING IN my home. 299·6191. 12112
OVERWEIGHT? NEED QVERWfo:IGIIT people for
an all natural program (HERBALIFE). 255·9866,
11/23
265-9529.
24 HR TYPING Service, 294-0144 days, 298·~110
evenings.
1/25
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs in my home. The
Other Office884·1i564.
119
QUAI.JTY TYPING. MON'fGOMERY-San Pedro
area, 90 cents/page. 881·644S,
11/30
TYPINC, IBM SEI.ECTRIC. 255·3337.
l/16
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes, 299·8970. 11/21
T\'PING, WORD I'ROCF.SSING 821-4126,
11/29
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, Rindy296·6298.
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315.
tfo
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, diss.ertations,term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
12/12
CONTACTS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just West of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
lfn

CIIILDREN'S !lOOK FAIR Saturday, Dec. 3, from
noon to 4 p.m. Mngicl JUggling! Puppets! Minstrels!
Admission free! Benefit for th~ Friends of the UNM
12/2
Libraries.
SK\' DIVE IN '83. l,ast '83 first-jump class now
forming. Come to Room 250A/B SUB, 7:00 tonight.
For details, call266-9677.
I 1/21
INSULIN-I>EI'ENDENT
lllADETIC
male
Hllunteers (ages 18·40) urgently needed for insulin
absorption studies at the Univ. of New Mexico
('limcal Research Center. Volunteers wlll be udmltted
nvermght 10 the hospital nnd studied the following
nwrning. S50 reimbUJ senwnt for participation.
Vnluntecrs mu\t be healthy and without previous
abdominal ;urgcry. Call Jenn or Judy at 277-4656.
I t/21
TlllF.U:AN IIUllDIIIST MEDITATION retreat,
firll weekend in December in Puerto de Luna. Call
898· 78;tJ.
11121
STlllmN'I' DII{ECTORIES NOW available free to
lJNM student$ with IDs at Student Information
Center in SlJB or at UNM Jlookstore. Supplies
12112
lirniled!.
Wf; UA n: GOU>t:N Retrievers that need good
home~. !'lease ~all Diane 299·7870. ROVO RC. 11/21
CONClWriONS SOUTHWEST IS NOW taking
literature ~tlbmissiohS. Send them to UNM Box 20,
Univ. of New Mex1co 87131 or drop them off in 136
Marron !-loll. Deadline looms on the hori~on. Include
'lAST• if you wunt 'em returned.
11/23
('J.lJU? Ml~t.:TING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Notic1as. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
departmenn and organiznllom.
tfn

Personals
tn:Y Mt:RLIN, no you wear combat boots?
Message from Jcorp.
11/21
ED S.: Wf: ARE no longer the same age- you're
now an old Jart I Happy birtl1dayl Your buddie,
Mary.
11121
UNM UNDERGRADS: EXPRF.SS your opinions
about your student goverrunent. Send in your
postage-paid Associated Students of UNM survey.
11/22
Deadline 11122/83,
TO TilE REALM and all distinguished allies: If thou
art not wise, thou could lose the tongue. From
Merlin. P.S. At least my troops will have boots to do
combat with.
11/21

Housing
CU>SE TO UNM. Three bdrms, dining room,
carpeted, garage, landscaped, washer/dryer hook·
ups. $550 month. Call344-7675 weekdays, 344-7393
weekends.
12/2
SIIARE REAL NICE two bedroom, M/F, Prefer
graduate student. $135 plus In utilities. Orlando 255·
3205. Available 1211/83,
11123
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no jlets. I S20 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, 5250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposii. Fully
furnished-security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-8392.

DAWN: TIUNGS WORTII having are worth waiting
11/21
for. Pearls.
TilE MERLIN DYNASTY shall falll - The Banchi
Brigade.
II /21
1\fAKE .CONTACl' WITH that special someone or
friends and family. Place a personal message in the
classifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
tfn
lnsertion,J31 Marron Hall,

Food/Fun
HUEVOS MAGNIFICOS: 1WO eggs w/frljoles on a
flour tortlfla smothered W/red chill, cheese and sour
cream. Only $1.99 at the Morning Glory Cafe, 2933
Monte Vista NE, Mon·Frt7:0Q-3:00. 268-7040. I l/23
"FOOD/FUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants, parties, food sales .and stores, concerts;
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services
to CENTS PER report page. By professional typist.
Dissertations, theses, etc. 344-3345.
11/22
CUITAR LESSONS. CLASSIC, folk, rock, jazz and
enharmonic theory, From 20 to 40 dollars a month,
depending on Intensity of training. Ca!l888-471~.
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·Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

10% Discount
to
at

'ast~ans ~nt•¥•

Open 7:30am to 5:30pm

1218 San Mateo SE
268-071 0

• --------------------------.

I
1

I1

I

SUPEA SPECIAL!

$46.75 and up
"'~t1FMAN._,
P

WI!.\'T

'~

ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

2&5-m7

I
I
I
I

KNUDSEN'S
Cranberry Necter qt.
~eg.

$2.49

SPECIAL 51 •99*
*with this coupon

I

BlACK, SAGE GREEN,
6AMOUFLAGE; BLUE

..1
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La Montanita
I
Food Co-op

!

I

I

a natural foods grocery
265M4631
. 106 Girard SE

1

Specials Every Weel'l

1

The Yule Log is Coming
The annual personal Christmas message
section of the Daily Lobo classifieds will
begin Monday, Nov. 28, 1983.
Special rate of 10 cents
per word per day for
students.

0

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Wlragon

Specializing In .
German Food, Imported Beers

1

LOST: PURPLE WALLET. Reward, 277-3193.
I. D.'s important.
11/22

c;c:nrered

I
I
I

I

Lost&Found

Bright Future Futon Company
- a cottage industry 2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 268-9738

RateS: $200/rno. full time
$ 120/mo. 3 days per week
$SO/mo. 2 days per week

I

FREE BEAUTIFUL KfiTENS. Desperate for a
good home. Six months old. Love the outdoors. One
female brown tiger, one sleek black female, Call2433330.
)1/22
SLIDE PROJECTOR NmDED. Used or new. Call
11/23
Otto277-5448, 247·3199.
CASH IIUSINESS. MAKE up to 160"/o on your
sa\•ings, Three hours per week, Minimum $1500 to
11122
start. 884.·0054.
DEADHEADS; HJ\ VE YOU traveled with the Dead?
l{so, I would like to talk to you and maybe buy you a
beer. Call Scott at 277-5656 after8 p.m.
11/Zl
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
tllday, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

m

UNM Community

!

Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

MisceUaneous

'fAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

100% hand-erafted coHon futons

Low ratio (7: 1) quality child care.
center at 5301 Ponderosa NE
(near San Mateo and Comanche) has openings for chitdren 2 to 5 years old.

831-433 f

CLAIM YOOR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,

Travel

WANTED: NON-SMOKER to care for Infant nine
hours per day beginning January 1 in our home near
Zuni and San Pedro, References required, 266·8516
from6to9.p,m,
11/21
NANNY-HOUSEKEEPER. LOVING Christian
woman to Jive-in for family of three school-age boys,
Private room and bath, Lovely home near UNM.
Ideal far student. Flexible schedule. Non·smoker.
Replies: Nanny, P.O. Box26075, Albuq. 87125.
11122
UNM "CAMPUS REP." Hourly plus bonus.
Contact Don at 255-9615.
11/21
{

,----------·----,
coupon

for Information call:

RESIDENT APARTMENT MANAGE!{ wanted to
care for 26 studio ap~rtments within walking distance
of UNM. Prefer a single male, engineering stlldent
and/or veteran with Gl bill benefits who Is not
otherwise employed, Responsibilities will Include rent
collection, renting apartments and minor maintenance in exchange for rent free studio apartme!lt,
utilities and phone, Applicant must provide character
refer.cnces and be bondable. Position Is available
December 15, 1983, on a long-term basis and for a
minimum of two years, For interview appointment,
call883·5940, 8 a,m.-5 p.m. weekdays.
1211
PAR'f.TIME JOB afternoons .and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
1U12
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500·
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info, Write JJC,
.Box 52-NMJ, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625,
11121

Employment

I

Lobo Display Ads

rJSAF Fi.IOHT JACKET
GENUINE Gl

HAPPY 1\1841 SIERRA Club, Audobon, Eliot
Porter, Garfield, J edl, Tolkien, unicorns, kitties,
cowboys- calendars at UNM Bookstore...
12/12
STERLINC .BUESCHER STUDENT Oute, closed
hole with case and music stand. $325. Call Jenny 265·
4615 evenings or 277-6445 weekdays,
11/29
FELIZ NA VIDAD - SEND • your greetings in
Sranlsh or English with Christmas cards from the
UNM Bookstore giftshop.
12112
OWN FERRETS WITHOUT the smell. I have twp
housebroken ferrets. Great pets, Call266-505 1. Cage
included.
11/28
ASTURIAS CLASSIC GUITAR $950. 884·8077,
11/21
KING-SIZE W ATERIIfo:D $120, 884.9244 nights.
11/28
MARTIN GUITAR D37K2 $1050, 100"/o KOA, 8848077.
11/21
ANTIQUE CIUNA CAIIINET $300, Call266·1457.
11/21
1981 SUZUKI TSlOOX Enduro$250. Chicago Skateb
size 9 !I! $30. Call Frank 344-2123. Leave message,
11/23
RARE pRINTS- CATJIERWOOD scenes of
Yucatan, 1850s, Varying conditions and prices,
Lynda 266-2605, evenings,
11/22
Di\RCAINl 1976 FIAT l3l. Air, five-speed, just
tuned, only 57000 miles, original owner. -Must sell,
$1850 or best offer. 292·8001.
11/22
YORKSIURE PUPPIES, AKC registered. Male and
female $200 and $225. 277-2829 or 842-SSSS, Ask for
11121
unlt3653.
HP41CV W/XJ1UNCT10N 5280. )1P41C w/quad
memory, Xfunction $250, Like new, aU clocumen·
tution present. Also, l1P34C $50, Call 836·2211 or
865-7023.
11/21
'69 COUCAR - NEW tires, upholstery, air shocks,
AIC, PS/PB, 35JW, Plenty of POWer. CB hook-up.
Must£ell. 266-1084,
11/21
1970 MAVERICK, NEW paint and tim, Mag
1!121
wheels, nice interior. $700, Call842·1187.
1980 VW RAIIIIIT. Casselle, sunroof, good condition, $2800. Call evenings 266-42!8.
11/18
1981 TOYOTA CELl CA. For details, call Steve after
7 p.m. at831-46SS or at work 296·5553.
11118
FOR SALE; 176 Buick Skylark, '77 Dodge van, '74
Yamaha TX6, '70 Triumph Bonneville. 266-1347.
11121

THE
LISTENING CENTER
CHILD CARE

TERM PAPERS, THESES, dissertations,
n1anuscripts. Typed on IDM word processor. Free
editing service included. 298-6006.
12112
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. Call Mary_
881·1724 days,26S·I088
evenings.
12/2
TYPIST
ON CAMPUS.
Sense of humor. Some

For Sale

I

I1

·--------------------------J

ACROSS
53 Eight: Ger.
1 County event 55 Goat hair
5 Slogan
fabric
10 Useless
56 Switzerland,
14 Area unit
in France
15 Anesthetic
61 Fruit
16 Air
62 Certain
17 Kind of shop:
prisoner
2 words
64 Sign
19 Organ part
65 Stranger
20 Game
66 Poetic time
21 Marine
67 Spanish
Insignia
artist
22 Children
68 Annoying
23 Money holder 69 Agley
25 Battering DOWN
26 Ruined
1 Reality
30 Vegetable
2 Anguish
31 Biblical
3 Asian
dancer
country
34 Fright
4 Harness part
36 Stunt
5 Botch:
38 Gamble
2 words
39 Completed:
6 Giants' Mel
4words
42 Decade
7 Dressing:
2words
43 Eleml
44 Kind of race
8 Unwordy
45 Bushwacked 9 Smelter food
47 Fool
10 Subject
49 Valley
11 Vehicle
50 Petrol
12 Mashie, e.g.
51"- be
13 Snoozes
praised"
18 Bite

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

24 Looks over
25 Serpent
26 Flecks
27 Harbor
28 Single
showing:
2words
29 Hunting
match: Fr.
31 Evil
32 Lead or zinc
33 Gas additive
35 Anxieties
37 Of music
quality

40 Man's name
41 Espoused
46 Overt
48 Tarts
51 Domicile
52 Color
53 Fusses
54 Emanated
55 Unbalanced
57"- La
Douce"
58 Haze
59 Withered
60 Irish hike
63 Gain

